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             THE MARGINS OF SATIRE: SUETONIUS, SATURA, AND   
        SCHOLARLY OUTSIDERS AT ROME 
                   JAMES UDEN 
 
Abstract: Scholars have long been interested in Suetonius’ De Grammaticis et 
Rhetoribus for the evidence it preserves of the history of education and philology 
in Rome. This article focuses on a different aspect of the work: its repeated links 
with satire. Suetonius’ grammatici are presented both as authors and targets of 
satirical attacks, and fragments of their work preserved in the De Grammaticis et 
Rhetoribus reveal a wider, sub-elite field of satirical writing occluded in the 
polished, literary genre of Roman satura. Through analysis of Suetonius’ 
biographical vignettes and related passages in Juvenal’s Satire 7, this article sheds 
light on a vision of grammatici as outsiders who critique Rome – and each other – 
from the social and literary margins.      
 
In Representations of the Intellectual (1994), Edward Said paints a powerful portrait of 
the modern scholar as a perpetual and voluntary exile. The intellectual, he says, stands 
‘between loneliness and alignment’ (22). A deeply felt sensitivity to the underlying rules 
that govern society compels him or her to stand apart from that society, in a condition of 
‘constantly being unsettled, and unsettling others’ (53). Said draws the intellectual like a 
character of Theophrastus: he or she is restless, eccentric and even dyspeptic (‘abrasive’, 
14, ‘a ranting Thersites’, 53), yet at the same time drawn to irony and play (61), and 
always holding in suspicious contempt the comforting security of institutions. Ultimately, 
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for Said, such a character will inevitably also be compelled to ‘speak truth to power’, and 
become an oppositional figure in the political sphere. Any claim of an intellectual to be 
devoted to pure learning ‘is not to be, and must not be, believed’ (110, emphasis original). 
This criterion would seem to exclude many of the scholars for whom Said elsewhere 
evinces great respect. In books before and after this one, Said expresses his admiration 
for a less openly political tradition of philological scholarship.1 Yet Representations of 
the Intellectual is a book concerned with ideals, even myths. It is less a biographical 
account of what scholars have been or are today, than a provocative vision of what they 
should be: gadflies speaking to the public from the margins of society.  
This article examines the Roman representation of the intellectual in the De 
Grammaticis et Rhetoribus (henceforth DGR), a text that originally formed part of 
Suetonius’ compendium of biographies of cultural and literary figures, the De Viris 
Illustribus.2 Suetonius similarly depicts the grammaticus as a figure at the margins of 
society, sometimes trying but failing to approximate elite modes of behavior, but just as 
often spurning respectability and becoming an angry critic of the world around him – and 
even a satirist. The DGR ducks and weaves between the canonical texts and authors in the 
history of satura, offering up a series of scholar-satirists whose texts mark a significant 
challenge to received notions of Roman verse satire as a closed, elite literary genre. In 
two instances in the DGR, Suetonius preserves fragments of satires written by 
grammatici; in two other cases, he describes the content of their satirical works; in yet 
 
1 Said 1975, 6-8 (on philology); cf. Said 2004, 57-84 (‘The Return to Philology’).  
2 For the text of the DGR, I cite Kaster 2016, and, like everyone who writes on this 
treatise, am thoroughly indebted to his work (Kaster 1992, Kaster 1995). For what can be 
discerned about the structure of the De Viris Illustribus, see Wallace-Hadrill 1983, 50-9. 
Translations are my own.  
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other cases, the grammatici have significant biographical and literary connections to the 
canonical poets of Roman verse satura. In associating these scholars with critique, 
Suetonius shows us a messier, more ephemeral field of jokes, raillery, and self-
deprecation that exists outside the formal bounds of the genre that Quintilian could claim 
as ‘ours’ (Inst. 10.1.94). Juvenal, as I show in the second half of this article, draws upon 
the figure of the grammaticus Q. Remmius Palaemon in describing the social subjection 
of grammatici, and yet his allusions to the history of Roman verse satire in that passage 
also point indirectly to grammatici as marginal voices in the lineage of the genre. As 
figures on the outskirts of social and cultural respectability, these ancient intellectuals, 
and their attacks on society and each other, form part of a broader world of critical speech 
from which the literary genre of hexametric satura was distilled.3  
In examining the ‘representation of the intellectual’ in Suetonius’ text, important 
distinctions should be drawn. I am not claiming that Suetonius has created this image of 
the grammaticus out of whole cloth, or that the heterogeneous details preserved in the 
DGR make up a neat, coherent whole. Although recent work has valuably stressed that 
Suetonius was anything but an unthinking compiler of biographical data, he was 
necessarily at the mercy of his sources. What he gives us, then, is more the ‘assemblage’ 
of an intellectual than the ‘representation’ of one. Nonetheless, certain preoccupations 
guide his selection of material. Suetonius devotes little time to the scholarship of these 
 
3 On satire and social authority at Rome, see Habinek 2005. He sees the genre as a form 
of ‘boundary work’: poets mark out the limits of social respectability by impersonating 
their opposites (scurrae, social climbers, philosophers, women). In practice, though, 
those acts of impersonation, and the poets’ self-representation as isolated and embattled, 
make the genre a risky and insecure ‘anchor’ for elite male identity (Larmour 2016, 47; 
Nappa 2018). When verse satirists depict themselves as impoverished, it has rightly been 
viewed skeptically as a poetic pose: Williams 1995; Gowers 2012, 3-4; Armstrong 2012.  
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figures in the DGR, nor does he describe their classroom practice in any detail. The work 
is not a history of ideas. Instead Suetonius is overwhelmingly interested in his scholars’ 
family origins and social status, their moral foibles and flaws, their peregrinations around 
the Empire, and their degree of dependence upon or independence from the political elite. 
Even in instances of figures whose works of scholarship are known to have survived to 
the second century CE, those texts are not quoted. Suetonius draws his information, 
instead, from non-scholarly writing by and about the grammatici, and anecdotes about 
their patrons and students. The grammatici emerge in flashes of eccentric action and 
dramatic crisis. As a result of these distinctive emphases, the vision of these figures in the 
DGR is strikingly different from that we see in other ancient texts. Neither banausic 
teachers nor lofty custodians of learning, Suetonius’ grammatici are figures whose sub-
elite status and perceived triviality keep them mostly at the margins. Yet this marginality 
facilitates their position as critics, allowing them to attack their peers with a freedom of 
speech that was lost to the producers of more elite cultural forms.4  
‘Scholar’ and ‘intellectual’ may also seem like inappropriately elevated terms for 
grammatici. While the word grammaticus (‘master of grammata’) points to a wider field 
of linguistic and literary study at Rome, it was frequently used in a narrower sense to 
refer to the person teaching students to read and write, an occupation that attracted little 
respect. With the important exception of L. Aelius Stilo, Suetonius limits his coverage in 
DGR to those who taught students for pay, and he thereby offers a distinctly lopsided 
representation of the field of scholarship at Rome. Many of the figures who dominate the 
 
4 To be clear, my claim in this article is not that the scholarship of grammatici was itself 
satirical. Kronenberg 2017 has made that argument for Varro, and Keulen 2009 has 
connected antiquarianism to satire in Gellius.   
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history of scholarship at Rome (Varro, Asinius Pollio, Pliny the Elder) were socially elite, 
and since they had no need to teach, they find no place in the DGR. In order to avoid 
clouding the history of scholarship with minor or irrelevant figures, Zetzel (2018) draws a 
distinction between ‘scholarship’ as a category of thought in antiquity and the province of 
the grammatici, which was school-teaching.5 He points out that many of the figures in the 
DGR contributed little, if anything, to the corpus of ancient scholarship, at least judging 
by the paucity of their remains in Funaioli (1907).6  
 Yet while it might be useful in studying the history of ancient scholarship to 
separate the schoolteacher from the scholar, in Roman cultural history the two were 
closely, if ambivalently, linked. The culturally fraught interweaving of the revered field 
of grammata with the socially abject body of the grammaticus is an overarching concern 
in ancient representations of this figure, and especially in the DGR. Some of Suetonius’ 
grammatici (Servius Clodius, Verrius Flaccus, Palaemon) were inarguably scholars of 
lasting repute as well as working teachers, even though Suetonius gives very little detail 
about their scholarly activities or ideas. Other figures in the DGR perform different sorts 
of intellectual labor as poets, speechwriters, or political aides, and may indeed have made 
little contribution to traditions of philological research; and yet to classify them ‘only’ as 
schoolteachers risks perpetuating the sort of ancient prejudices that I am here trying to 
 
5 Zetzel 2018, 15: ‘In order to avoid ambiguity, wherever possible the word “grammarian” 
will be used strictly as equivalent to grammaticus – the schoolteacher – and “philology” 
or “scholarship” will be used for the broader realms of language study’; cf. at p. 27: 
‘What then did the early Roman philologists do? … [T]hey were not schoolteachers…’.  
6 Zetzel 2018, 17: ‘Of the fifteen who were active before or during the reign of Augutus, 
there are no fragments surviving of Sevius Nicanor (c. 5), M. Pompilius Andronicus (c. 
8), Curtius Nicia (c. 14), Pompeius Lenaeus (c. 15), Q. Caecilius Epirota (c. 16), or 
Scribonius Aphroditus (c. 19); six more are represented by five or fewer fragments’.  
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escape.7 It was always easy to insult a grammaticus by focusing on the fact that he taught 
for pay. Their cultural trivialization as ‘mere’ teachers reflects the anxieties they 
generated about the professionalization of intellectual labor and the influence of low-
status individuals on the cultural formation of the elite.8 The question of who counts as an 
intellectual is a political one, then as now.9 In describing the grammaticus as marginal 
voices, then, I am not making a claim about their contribution to the history of 
scholarship. Rather, I explore the marginalization of these professionals’ intellectual 
efforts within elite literary culture at Rome, their satiric self-description in fragments 
preserved in the DGR, and their overshadowed position at the margins of Rome’s own 
genre, hexametric verse satire.  
 
 1. Fragments of Satire in Suetonius’ DGR  
In Suetonius’ account, grammatical scholarship at Rome started from the sewer. When 
travelling on an embassy to the Roman senate, Crates of Mallos, the Homeric critic and 
contemporary of Aristarchus, broke his leg in a manhole of the Cloaca Maxima, and 
spent his convalescence giving lectures in Rome (DGR 2.1). Whether the story is true or 
 
7 No single role could claim the mantle of ‘intellectual’ in Roman antiquity, since, as 
Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 226 writes, the ancient world lacked institutions such as the 
modern university to ‘differentiate and define off intellectual activity from the other 
activities of a civilized society’. So also Zanker 1995: 2: ‘Neither the Greeks nor the 
Romans recognized “intellectuals” as a defined group within society’.  
8 See Bloomer 1997, 61: ‘the teacher at Rome made a suspect figure: in him could cluster 
cultural ambiguities about social mobility and social change’. 
9 The classic statement is by the Marxist thinker Antonio Gramsci, who drew a 
distinction between ‘traditional intellectuals’, whose studies were sanctioned by 
institutions such as universities and the Church, and ‘organic intellectuals’, who could 
rise from a subaltern position in society and challenge the hegemonic culture of the state. 
‘All men are intellectuals’, Gramsci wrote, ‘but not all men in society have the function 
of intellectuals’ (Forgacs 2000, 304).  
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not, it is rich with symbolic potential.10 There is an almost carnivalesque juxtaposition 
between the scholar Crates, known (inter alia) for his exegesis of the Homeric poems as 
descriptions of the spherical cosmos, and the grossly material associations of the sewer 
manhole.11 The heady allegorist is brought back down to earth, in a scatological variation 
on Thales falling into a well. The sewer is also a distinctly Roman detail, in so far as the 
Cloaca Maxima was viewed throughout the ancient Mediterranean as one of the marvels 
of Rome, and so the stranding of this scholar by the Cloaca is an apt aetiology for the 
migration of Greek scholarship into Roman territory.12 This is also a markedly corporeal 
beginning for the Roman genesis of an intellectual art. The kritikos’ broken leg is the first 
example of Suetonius’ tendency to focus on the bodies of scholars in the DGR, as much 
as – or more than – their ideas.  
That such a significant development in Rome’s intellectual history should be 
sparked by misadventure rather than design is typical of the DGR. The lives of scholars, 
as Suetonius recounts them, are marked by dramatic ascents, unexpected reversals, and 
scandalous falls. Their origins typically identify them as social outsiders. Half of the 
grammatici in the treatise are explicitly said to be from outside Rome: they are from 
Syria, Beirut (Berytus), Gaul, Spain, and throughout Italy. Of the twenty figures profiled 
in the work, twelve of them were born into slavery; of the others, two were freeborn but 
 
10 The story has been regarded as suspect due to its chronology, its parallels with other 
narratives of cultural origin (contact with Greece catalyzes innovation at Rome), and the 
lack of any clear relationship between Crates’ lectures and later grammatical scholarship: 
Kaster 1995, 59-60; Beckelhymer 2014, 7-11; Zetzel 2018, 20-4. Jolivet 2018, 61-4 
examines Crates as a sort of culture hero in the Suetonian narrative. 
11 On the σφαιρικὸς λόγος of Crates, see Porter 1992, 85-111.  
12 Cf. Gowers 1995, 30, noting the derogatory association in Roman thought between 
immigration and sewage.  
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exposed at birth (7.1, 21.1), and another was orphaned as a child (9.1).13 They acquire 
fame in Rome through connections to more famous, high-born figures, sometimes 
becoming virtual extensions of their masters or patrons, writing their speeches or 
supplying words for their compositions, or, in one case, finishing Sulla’s autobiography 
after he died.14  
While Suetonius charts the increasing esteem of the arts of grammar and rhetoric 
at Rome, there is no direct correlation in the treatise between the increased respectability 
of the liberal arts and the comfort and respectability of its professors. Many achieve 
prominence and wealth, only to end their lives in poverty (8.3, 9.3, 11.3, 20.2) or disgrace 
(3.2, 5.2). One embattled teacher, Marcus Pompilius Andronicus, fed up with being 
underestimated and unappreciated at Rome, moves to Cumae instead, the exact move that 
Umbricius would make in Juvenal’s third Satire.15 Cicero praised Servius Clodius for his 
learning (Fam. 9.16.4); Suetonius describes him falling from grace, and becoming the 
victim of allegations of plagiarism and the pangs of gout (DGR 3.3). At the close of 
Sevius’ vignette, Suetonius describes the gouty grammaticus smothering toxic lotion all 
over his feet – and then says that the liberal arts were rising in esteem (3.4).16 Grammatici 
 
13 On the social status of grammatici at Rome, Christes 1979; Rawson 1985, 66-8; Kaster 
1988, 99-134; McNelis 2007, 287-8. For social status as a distinctive emphasis in the 
DGR, see Gianotti 2010, 337; Gibson 2014, 217-221. 
14 That is, Cornelius Epicadus (DGR 12.2). On the conception in Roman culture of 
enslaved people as extensions of their masters’ bodies, see Reay 2005, 342-50.  
15 DGR 8.2: itaque cum se in urbe non solum Antonio Gniphoni sed ceteris etiam 
deterioribus postponi videret, Cumas transiit ibique in otio vixit et multa composuit 
(‘And so, when he saw that he was playing second-best not only to Antonius Gnipho, but 
even to other, worse scholars, he moved to Cumae, and lived there at leisure and wrote a 
lot’).  
16 The story of Servius’ gout (which Pliny, NH 25.7.24 derives from Varro) almost 
certainly has its origin in attacks upon the disgraced grammaticus; for the prominence of 
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were cultural insiders as guardians of the language of the elite (Kaster 1988), but, so 
often, outsiders by virtue of their social status, and this combination made them uniquely 
susceptible to caricature. Yet Suetonius also shows these scholars themselves engaging in 
satire and attack. 
Consider first Lenaeus, teacher and freedman of Pompey the Great. Suetonius 
says that when the historian Sallust had written that Pompey was ‘of honest face, but of 
shameless mind’, Lenaeus ‘tore into him with a very bitter satire, calling him a catamite 
and a glutton and a good-for-nothing and a barfly, and monstrous in his life and his 
writings, and, in addition, an utterly uneducated plagiarist of old, Catonian words’ (quod 
eum ‘oris probi animo inverecundo’ scripsisset, acerbissima satura laceraverit, 
lastaurum et lurconem et nebulonem popinonemque appellans, et vita scriptisque 
monstrosum, praeterea priscorum Catonis verborum ineruditissimum furem, 15.2). 
Suetonius summarizes the content of Lenaeus’ satire, but the central part of this sentence 
has long been recognized as preserving an actual line of the poem, with an insult of the 
editor’s choice filling out the hexameter’s fourth and fifth feet:  
 
  lastaurus lurco nebulo <nequam atque> popino17 
 
  catamite, glutton, good-for-nothing, worthless and a barfly 
 
Lenaeus’ work was not a prose invective or a rhetorical exercise (cf. the later Pseudo-
 
gout in invective due to its pervasive associations with moral laxity and overindulgence, 
see Nicholson 1997, 256; Mulligan 2015, 723.  
17 Courtney 2003, 145 (nequam atque is his conjecture). 
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Ciceronian In Sallustium) but an artful satiric poem, written by someone whose very 
business was words. According to Suetonius, Lenaeus attacked Sallust’s violations 
against both morals and language: one of the primary accusations the poem made was 
that Sallust was a ‘thief’ (furem) of old Catonian vocabulary.18 As for Lenaeus himself, 
there is some irony in the fact that, while he attacks Sallust for excessive stylistic 
imitation, he himself performs a close imitation of his own model, Lucilius. Lenaeus 
boasted that he had read Lucilius’ Satires with Lucilius’ familiaris Laelius Archelaus 
(DGR 2.2), and the influence of this poetic model is transparent in his one surviving line. 
Lenaeus’ bracing nominatim attack on a prominent public figure would naturally have put 
Lucilius to mind, but so would the line’s asyndetic string of insults, its dip into Greek 
(lastaurus = λάσταυρος), and the insults themselves, which are borrowed – not stolen? – 
from Lucilius and other satiric poets.19 Suetonius says that Lenaeus branded Pompey an 
‘utterly uneducated’ (ineruditissimum) thief of words. His own line accordingly 
demonstrates how an educated grammaticus can appropriate the language of the past, and 
with a distinct grammarian’s spin, for as McDermott (1982, 346) observed, its insults are 
neatly arranged in alphabetical order.   
An earlier scholar-satirist commemorated in Suetonius’ treatise is Sevius Nicanor, 
a man who also ended his life by withdrawing to Sardinia ‘on account of some disgrace’ 
(ob infamiam… secessisse, 5.2). Yet before that, he was ‘the first to achieve fame and 
 
18 See McGill 2012: 8-9 on furtum as the most prevalent term in ancient allegations of 
plagiarism. 
19 On the intermingling of Latin and Greek as a Lucilian technique, see Hor. Sat. 1.10.20; 
Petersmann 1999: 299-301. For lurco: cf. Lucil. 75M; nebulo: cf. Lucil. 468, 577M. 
Popino appears elsewhere only in the satires of Varro (fr. 308 Astbury) and Horace (Sat. 
2.7.39). For Lucilius as a particular object of interest in Republican-era scholarship, see 
Zetzel 2018, 60-1. 
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honor through his teaching’, presumably before 100 B.C.E. He wrote both scholarly 
treatises and a hexametric verse satire, ‘in which he shows that he was a freedman and 
had two cognomina’ (saturam quoque, in qua libertinum se ac duplici cognomine esse 
per haec indicat, 5.1). Suetonius preserves two lines: 
 
  Sevius Nicanor Marci libertus negabit, 
  Sevius Postumianus idem tunc Marcus docebit.  
 
  Sevius Nicanor, freedman of Marcus, will say no.  
  Then Sevius Postumianus, also a Marcus, will teach you.  
 
The context is lost, the text is uncertain,20 but the point is tolerably clear. Addressed as 
‘freedman of Marcus’, Sevius will not teach you; addressed with a cognomen that does 
not make his freedman status explicit (Postumianus) and with Marcus as his praenomen, 
he will. Lucilius was also given to naming himself in his Satires, and it has generally 
been presumed that Sevius too was writing from a Lucilian template.21 But Lucilius was a 
free man of equestrian rank, and the verses in which he names himself broadcast his own 
prominence and mobility. The satirist Sevius must have critiqued society in his poem 
from a far less lofty social position. Horace might persistently use imagery of education 
 
20 This second line appears in the earliest manuscripts as Sevius †posthus idem ac† 
Marcus docebit (Kaster 1992, 54). Tunc is the conjecture of Courtney 2003, 144 for ac; 
Postumianus was suggested with some equivocation by Kaster 1992, 59, but accepted 
into his text in Kaster 2016, 43.   
21 So, Knoche 1975, 71. On Lucilian self-naming, see Haß 2007, 105-111.  
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to fashion the satirist as a sort of metaphorical teacher, but Sevius is literally a teacher.22 
Moreover, in Sevius’ lines, as in Horace, there is not merely a self-consciousness about 
social rank (Sevius seems ‘touchy’, says Courtney 2003, 144), but an ironic sense of 
viewing one’s public persona as if from a distance. Sevius’ ‘double name’, as Suetonius 
describes it, splits in these lines into two separate characters, one obliging and the other 
not. At least from the evidence preserved in the DGR, Sevius’ satire seems to have 
criticized the way that people turned up their nose at those of freedman status, just as 
Horace did in his Satires, although Sevius speaks from a more explicitly non-elite 
perspective.23  
More directly associated with Horace is the grammaticus Lucius Orbilius Pupillus 
(pupillus = ‘the orphan’). Orbilius appears in the Epistles as Horace’s teacher ‘who loved 
to administer blows’ (plagosum… Orbilium, Ep. 2.1.70-1).24 The epithet plagosus 
primarily refers to literal blows rather than the verbal ‘blows’ against others (cf. Ep. 
2.2.97 for this poetic sense), although it is significant that the immediate context is 
Horace’s rejection of immoderate criticism (‘indeed, I do not attack…’, non equidem 
insector, Ep. 2.1.69). But in the DGR, the teacher does in fact emerge as a kind of satirist, 
if not an author of verse satire. Suetonius describes Orbilius as a man of bitter character 
(naturae acerbae, 9.4), who ‘did not refrain from attacking even the leading men’ (ne 
principum quidem virorum insectatione abstinuit, 5), offering as evidence a courtroom 
 
22 For programmatic images of elementary education throughout Horace’s Satires, see 
Gowers 2003, 68-72; Keane 2006, 108-21. On Lucilius’ social status, see Gruen 1992: 
275-80. 
23 Sat. 1.6.5-6: [nec] ut plerique solent, naso suspendis adunco/ ignotos: ‘You 
[Maecenas] do not turn up your nose and look down on people of low birth, as most do’.  
24 As Kaster 1995, 128 observes, both Orbilius’ cognomen and the nomen (from orbus, 
‘bereft’) were likely acquired after birth as lasting signs of the teacher’s orphanhood.  
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quip by the grammaticus. The sadistic schoolmaster is thus also presented as an abusive 
wit, and indeed the language used in the chapter can refer both to literal or verbal 
violence. Orbilius ‘tore into’ his scholarly opponents (laceravit), just as he ‘struck’ his 
students with his cane and his whip (ferula scuticaque cecidit, 4). This violence recalls 
the language used in Roman satire of the genre’s founder: Persius remembers Lucilius 
aggressively cutting into the city (secuit urbem, Pers. Sat. 1.114), and a fragment of 
Lucilius records the allegation that he ‘chastises and harms’ (incilans nos laedis, 
1035M).25 In a different version of the courtroom anecdote recorded in Macrobius’ 
Saturnalia (2.6.4), Orbilius boasts that he is wont to ‘scrub down’ (fricare) hunchbacks, a 
verb with possible sexual connotations (Adams 1982, 184), but also one that surely 
recalls Horace’s description of Lucilius ‘scrubbing down’ the entire city with his wit 
(urbem defricuit, Hor. Sat. 1.10.3-4). The ancient schoolroom was, as Bloomer (2015, 
197) writes, a ‘world of violence’. Perhaps Orbilius was no more than a loud-mouthed 
disciplinarian, but his unfettered speech and bullish criticism of ‘leading men’ are 
remembered in evocatively Lucilian terms.  
 Suetonius also provides our only evidence for Orbilius’ literary work. He 
published one diatribe ‘On Foolishness’ (Περὶ ἀλογίας), containing complaints against 
the ill treatment of teachers by their students’ parents.26 He also published a work 
(presumably in prose) in which he indignantly lamented his own destitution: ‘already 
very old, he confesses in a certain work that he is a pauper and living under the roof-tiles’ 
 
25 On violent metaphors in descriptions of Lucilius’ style, see Keane 2006, 45-52. Given 
satirists’ tendency to fashion their self-image with reference to legal accusation (Uden 
2015, 29-35), it is an intriguing accident that the most substantial surviving fragment of 
Orbilius’ grammatical writing is an explanation of two related words for ‘accuser’ 
(criminans, criminator): GRF s.v. Orbilius B.1 (Funaioli 1907, 135). 
26 On the title of this work (corrupt and variously restored), see Kaster 1992, 65-6.  
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(iam persenex pauperem se et habitare sub tegulis quodam scripto fatetur, 9.3). Kaster 
(1995, 132) observes an inconsistency in the alleged poverty of Orbilius, since, in the 
immediately preceding chapter, he is said to have bought expensive books (8.3), and, 
later in the work, another prominent grammaticus is said to have been Orbilius’ slave 
(19.1). Yet the problem is ameliorated if we allow that, like any satirist, Orbilius 
projected a particular persona in his works, exaggerating his own destitution and 
isolation to suit his overall argument. It seems likely that Suetonius excerpted persenex 
and sub tegulis directly from Orbilius’ text. The first word is found nowhere else in 
extant Latin, though as a hyperbolic neologism it would have fit well in a satirical 
context.27 The image of the poor man huddling right up ‘under the roof-tiles’ has its 
closest parallels in Roman satire; it is humorously amplified in Juvenal’s third Satire, in 
which the poor man Cordus is sheltered from the rain by only a ‘single roof-tile’.28 The 
real Orbilius may well have been poor. His teaching brought little social advancement, 
since we hear that his son ended up as a grammaticus too. But rather than interpreting his 
‘confession’ as an objective description of his economic plight, the image of an 
embittered and impoverished old man is one that he consciously projected in his text.  
In assuming this sort of persona, Orbilius was not unique. Something similar is 
evident in the case of the famous grammaticus and poet P. Valerius Cato. Cato wrote 
erotic poetry (Ov. Trist. 2.436), and was celebrated for his recondite verses by 
 
27 TLL s.v. persenex 10.1.1685.44-5 [Spoth]. Compound adjectives with per appear most 
frequently in the letters and dialogues of Cicero, and were likely part of colloquial Latin 
in the Republican period: Wölfflin 1875, 163-4; Powell 1988, 103.   
28 Juv. Sat. 3.201-2: quem tegula sola tuetur/ a pluvia. The catalogue of Cordus’ scant 
possessions at lines 203-7 may also paint him as a grammaticus; they include a statue of 
the mythical teacher Chiron and an old box for keeping his mouse-bitten book-rolls of 
Greek verse. (I thank one of AJP’s readers for this suggestion).  
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contemporaries (DGR 11.2).29 As a grammaticus, he ‘taught many nobiles’ (ibid, 11.1). 
He was also, as we know from the pseudo-Horatian praefatio to Satires 1.10, a prominent 
textual critic and polemical ‘defender’ of Lucilius. As Lenaeus had done, Cato boasted 
that he had read the satirist’s work with one of Lucilius’ own friends (DGR 2.2). Yet only 
in Suetonius’ treatise do we learn that Cato himself authored a work called the Indignatio, 
in which he addressed rumors about his origins, and railed against the wantonness 
(licentia) of the Sullan era, which led to his being despoiled of his property (11.2). 
Valerius Cato’s Indignatio could have been poetry or prose (Suetonius’ description 
libellus could go either way), but the satiric potential of its themes – the corruptions of 
recent history and the injustices he suffered himself – are evident even from Suetonius’ 
description.  
Yet despite Cato’s apparent prominence as a teacher and poet, epigrams by Furius 
Bibaculus, preserved by Suetonius (DGR 11.3), make him into a marginal figure – and in 
precisely the terms in which Orbilius seems to have made himself a marginal figure in his 
satirical work. Suetonius says that Cato lived to extreme old age, but in abject poverty, 
‘buried away meanly in a hovel’ (abditus modice gurgustio, 11.3).30 In the first poem, 
Furius presents Cato, having lost his Tusculan villa to creditors, living in exaggeratedly 
mean circumstances, cowered ‘under a single roof-tile’ (tegula sub una, line 7). How has 
he become so ‘wise’, Furius asks, that he can live on such a tiny amount of food? 
 
29 Robinson 1923 cautioned against the biographical fancy of treating Valerius Cato as 
the ringleader of the neoterics, though such a perception remains, encouraged by an 
ambivalent epigram in the DGR describing him as a ‘Latin Siren’. See Beckelhymer 2014, 
225-6 for more recent discussion.  
30 Given the extreme rarity of gurgustium (only elsewhere at Cic. In Pis. 13 and ND 1.22 
before late antiquity), Suetonius has likely taken the word, or the entire phrase, from 
another text of Furius or from Cato himself. 
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Robbins (1993, 7-8) discusses the similar early twentieth-century stereotype of the 
Luftmensh, the eccentric, impoverished intellectual who seems to live on ‘air’ by 
comparison to professionals with less heady occupations. In the second poem, Furius 
mocks Cato for not being able to solve his financial problems, despite his brilliance in 
solving textual problems. Kaster (1995, 157-8) recognized that these epigrams of Furius 
eschew realism for humor and irony – they are ‘friendly raillery’ in the mode of Catullus 
23 and 26. But the humor lies partly in identifying their learned friend Cato with a now-
familiar scholarly-satirical persona. Furius imagines him at ‘the point of great old age’ 
(ad summam…senectam; cf. Orbilius’ persenex), eking out his existence ‘under a single 
roof-tile’ (a striking parallel to Orbilius’ habitare sub tegulis, 3.201-2). The insistent 
image of scholars as outsiders that we see in Suetonius’ treatise is, whatever its 
truthfulness as social reality, consistent with what we see from the exiguous fragments of 
their own self-representation. Instead of a vision of scholars’ cultural and political 
centrality, Suetonius draws us a gallery of attack dogs, jesters, and sad and angry clowns, 
and the traces of their own writings suggest, tantalizingly, that they put these masks on 
themselves.  
The connections to satire in the DGR open up the possibility of an alternate 
perspective on the genre of satura. In an important article, Ian Ruffell (2003) argued that 
Horace attempts to occlude sub-literary elements from his hexametric satire. Horace 
affects a posture of comic self-abasement, yet at the same time distinguishes (or 
‘segregates’) his sophisticatedly literary poetry from other modes of mockery at Rome 
(graffiti, the versus populares, mime), positioning himself instead as a follower of 
Lucilius and the comic writers of the Greek past. It may be that the satiric activity of the 
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grammatici so often reminds us of the canonical verse satirists precisely because these 
scholars did in fact exert influence on the form; and yet the frankness of their abuse, their 
open admission of social and economic marginality, and the class prejudices against them 
made the grammatici an influence that had to be purified from the genre before it could 
claim its role in the entrenchment of elite male identity. As lowly teachers, they could not 
be founders or models of the form, yet they remain to some extent the poets’ ‘dangerous 
doubles’.31 Juvenal, we might recall, began his first Satire by saying that he too (et nos 
ego, 1.15) had removed his hand (manum… subduximus) from under his elementary 
schoolmaster’s cane, and he too had declaimed as the character of Sulla, undertaking the 
course of training shared by other educated men at Rome.32 The lines are a statement of 
belonging to a Roman identity that was constituted, in part, by a shared knowledge of 
poetry and rhetoric. But the image of removing one’s hand is also a sign of escape: the 
verse satirist has escaped the disciplinary influence of his elementary teacher, and has left 
his schooldays behind. Juvenal’s thorough training in literature can hardly be doubted. 
Other aspects of the legacy of the grammatici, though, surface in much more shadowy 
form in the Satires. They themselves seem to have been removed.  
 
2. Juvenal and Outcast Scholars in the Imperial Age 
In Inventing the Egghead (2013), cultural historian Aaron Lecklider charts the shifts in 
the nineteenth and twentieth century of what he calls ‘brainpower’, intelligence as a force 
 
31 For ‘dangerous doubles’, see Jones 2017, who adapts the idea from During 2002: 81.  
32 Courtney 1980, 69 paraphrases: ‘I have attended the teaching of the grammaticus (who 
based much of his instruction on poetry) and (ET NOS) of the rhetor… i.e. I have been 
through the standard educational curriculum’. On images of elementary education in 
Juvenal, see Keane 2006, 128-36 and Uden 2018, 394-400. See also Geue 2017, 227-42 
on Sat. 14, a poem about teaching that sabotages the satirist’s own capacity to teach.  
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for social mobility among traditionally underprivileged groups. His work is in part a 
response to Richard Hofstadter’s grim, Pulitzer Prize-winning Anti-intellectualism in 
American Life (1963), which traced a deep-seated fear and hostility towards the critical 
mind in America from the Puritans onward. By contrast, Lecklider stresses the 
prominence of scientists and other intellectuals in popular culture in the early twentieth 
century. While formal higher education often remained inaccessible, intelligence was 
represented as empowering to women and the working class in workers’ education 
movements and among Black intellectuals in the Harlem Renaissance. Songs and 
sketches imagined intellectuals as impractical, unworldly, and eccentric, yet associated 
nonetheless with homespun ideals of innovation and personal achievement. The foreign-
born intellectual (Einstein, for example) could still be domesticated as a homely figure in 
American popular consciousness. In sexual terms, the male professor, even if embodying 
an unconventional masculinity, was nevertheless often seen as knowledgeable in the 
bedroom; such representations ‘asserted that intelligence was organically connected to 
heterosexuality’ (2013, 35).  
However a far more ambivalent conception of the intellectual took hold in the 
Cold War era, amid the ideological paranoia of McCarthyism and revelations of secret 
scientific activity in the Manhattan Project. The 1950s was the period that produced the 
‘egghead’, a stereotype of the intellectual as suspiciously anti-populist, potentially 
sinister and subversive, and also unattractive, foreign, effeminate, and either homosexual 
or sexually inept. In Lecklider’s words, the ‘Cold War egghead refracted cultural fears 
about the challenges to American way of life posed by homophile politics, antiracist 
social movements, and a left that refused to disappear in spite of intimidation tactics, 
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blacklists, and HUAC belligerence’ (2013, 192). Brainpower was no less potentially 
transformative a force, but now it ran the risk of corrupting ‘healthier’ American urges. 
 The Imperial-era grammatici in Suetonius’ work are, similarly, suspicious 
individuals, deviant sexual bodies, figures both to mock and fear. The details preserved in 
the DGR about scholars from the Augustan period onward cluster around their degree of 
independence or dependence upon the power of the imperial court, at a time when studia 
were increasingly centralized and patronized by the emperor, and the systematization of 
language could be associated with other imperial projects of regularization and control.33 
The biography of the freedman lexicographer M. Verrius Flaccus (17), for example, 
offers an idealized depiction of an intellectual’s social rise.34 Far from cravenly seeking 
attention from Augustus, he ‘gained fame’ (inclaruit, 17) by his own genius, and was 
merely ‘chosen’ (electus, 17.2) by the princeps to be a teacher to his grandsons. 
Atypically in the DGR, he ends his long life with both wealth and good repute (17.3). 
Less unambiguously positive is the case of C. Melissus (21), an exposed child and 
freedman who was later ‘insinuated into the favor’ of Augustus (Augusto etiam 
insinuatus est, 21.3) and ascended to the position of overseer of the library in the Portico 
of Octavia. Rather than describing any works of scholarship, Suetonius says that Melissus 
wrote a vast, 150-volume anthology of jokes (‘Ineptiae, which we call Ioci’, 21.4), and 
 
33 Wallace-Hadrill 1997, 18-20. For the argument that the DGR charts the increasing 
independence of linguistic study from political power, see Gianotti 2010: 355-6.  
34 On Verrius Flaccus’ landmark work of lexicography, the De Significatu Verborum 
(unmentioned by Suetonius), see Woods, North, and Crawford 2007. Even Verrius could 
be caught up in scholarly cavilling; Scribonius Aphrodisius, Suetonius later tells us, 
wrote a work in response to Verrius, ‘not without attacking his scholarship and his morals’ 
(non sine insectatione studiorum morumque eius, DGR 19.2)  
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invented a novel form of Roman drama (the trabeata, 21.4).35 So is the scholar a ‘friend’ 
to the elite, or a trivial scurra to entertain them? The danger of sliding from one to the 
other is naturally reminiscent of another Augustan-era Flaccus. In the Suetonian Vita 
Horatii we read that Horace, like Melissus, was similarly ‘insinuated’ (insinuatus) into 
the favor of Maecenas, and soon also Augustus: a crudely telescoped account of the 
poet’s social rise.36 Equally indelicately, we read that Augustus ‘forced’ him (expressit, 
48) to write Epistle 2.1, and that he jokes about Horace’s state of dependence.37 As 
marginal counterparts of elite literary figures, grammatici epitomize certain paradigms 
for an intellectual’s relationship with power. Horace’s own self-representations in the 
Satires equivocate carefully between the extremes that these scholars personify, extremes 
of either parasitism or defiance.  
 Suetonius’ biographies of grammatici from the early Empire also show how their 
libertas dicendi – potentially a model for satiric speech – were castigated in hostile 
accounts as a crass inability to abide by expected codes of behavior. In an anecdote 
 
35 He is the Melissus mentioned in Ovid, Pont. 4.16.30 with a ‘Muse of trivial boot’ (cum 
socco Musa… levi). Melissus may have specifically mocked Vergil: Suetonius cites him 
in the Vita Vergilii for the notion that Vergil’s speech was extremely slow and ‘almost 
like that of a dullard’ (paene indocto similem, 57-8), and a work De Apibus (Serv. ad Aen. 
7.66) is suspected by Geymonat 1995, 294 to have been a parody of Georgics 4. 
36 Rostagni 1944, 112: ac primo Maecenati, mox Augusto insinuatus non mediocrem in 
amborum amicitia locum tenuit (‘Horace was insinuated first into the favor of Maecenas, 
and soon afterwards of Augustus, and held no mean position in the patronage of both 
men’). The sentence caused disquiet for Fraenkel 1957, 15-6, who saw in it ‘the 
interpretation of a man living at the court of Hadrian… Whatever the ups and downs in 
the relations of Horace and Maecenas, there was never in them anything to which the 
term insinuatus could be applied’. Insinuatus does reappear in strikingly negative 
contexts in the Lives of the Caesars: cf. Cal. 12.2, of Caligula ingratiating himself with 
the head of the praetorian guard so that he could poison Tiberius; and Oth. 2.2, of Otho 
worming his way into the inner circle of Nero by pretending love for an old freedwoman. 
37 So, most famously, the request that Horace leave Maecenas’ ‘parasitic table’ (22); on 
Sat. 2.5 as a poem that aims to deflect charges of parasitism against Horace himself, see 
the finely detailed reading of Yona 2018, 201-32.  
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preserved by Suetonius, M. Pomponius Porcellus rebukes the emperor Tiberius for a 
word he had used in an oration (22). When another grammaticus, Ateius Capito, 
spinelessly reassures Tiberius that the word he has used is good Latin – and if not, it 
would be from now on – Porcellus retorts that ‘you can give citizenship to people, 
Caesar; you can’t give it to words’ (tu enim, Caesar, civitatem dare potes hominibus, 
verbis non potes, 22.2). The humble grammaticus briefly occupies the place typically 
reserved in Imperial anecdotes for Stoic or Cynic philosophers, speaking truth to power – 
albeit only, in this case, the truth about grammar. Porcellus is no martyr or paragon: 
Suetonius introduces him as an ‘extremely infuriating overseer of the Latin language’ 
(sermonis Latini exactor molestissimus 22.1), and describes another situation in court 
when Porcellus was correcting the grammar rather than the facts of the opposing side, 
which led Cassius Severus to seek an adjournment (22.1). Porcellus is less an intellectual 
who preserves the integrity of his subject, than an uppity nuisance who speaks out of turn.  
 Issues of class are inextricable from such complaints. Suetonius preserves an 
epigram by Asinius Gallus taunting Porcellus for his previous, disreputable career as a 
boxer (22.3), and the cognomen Porcellus – “Tiny Pig”, a double diminutive – reinforces 
these associations with lowness, stubbornness, and physicality.38 Still, it may well be the 
perceived triviality of Porcellus that allowed him to indulge this sort of free speech in the 
first place. Cassius Severus, the other character in the anecdote, was another famously 
 
38 On the grammaticus’ name, I accept the argument of Kaster 1992, 99-102: the 
cognomen appears as ‘Marcellus’ in the manuscript tradition, but this seems to be a 
correction for the rarer ‘Porcellus’, the form given by Cassius Dio (57.17.3) when he 
recounts the same clash with Tiberius. Seneca the Elder relates a similar tale (Suas. 2.12-
3): amid an appreciation of the sublimity of some verses of the Augustan poet Cornelius 
Severus, Porcellus complains that the lines contain a grammatical error. To heed his 
carping, Seneca warns, would be to succumb to schoolroom banality. 
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belligerent speaker and verbal fighter who ‘brawls’ in his oratory (rixatur, Tac. Dial. 
26.5). He was exiled as the result of his defamatory attacks. The marginal grammaticus, 
by contrast, criticizes with apparent impunity.39 In the Lives of the Caesars, we hear 
similarly that Manius Otacilius Pitholaus – enslaved doorman turned teacher of rhetoric – 
‘tore into’ Julius Caesar’s reputation with ‘extremely abusive verses’, and yet went free, 
and Tiberius suffers with surprising equanimity an insult from the grammaticus 
Diogenes.40 ‘A condition of marginality, which might seem irresponsible or flippant’, 
writes Said (1994, 63), ‘frees you from having always to proceed with caution, afraid to 
overturn the applecart, anxious about upsetting fellow members of the same corporation’. 
Teachers may be the target of stereotyping and abuse, but they could at least depend upon 
the protection of their own perceived insignificance.  
 An even more vivid example of elite stereotypes used to keep grammarians in 
their place is the case of Quintus Remmius Palaemon (23). Palaemon was born into 
slavery to a female master (23.1), and rose to become the wealthiest grammaticus of the 
Imperial age. A garish, flamboyant celebrity, he spent money with stunning extravagance 
and boasted that his fans included even men who mug him (once they realize that he is 
Palaemon, they let him go free, 23.4). Suetonius says that he ‘captivated’ (capiebat) 
people with his incredible memory and fluent speech, and could compose extemporary 
 
39 Tac. Ann. 1.72. Cassius Dio is explicit about Porcellus’ impunity: the emperor did not 
harm the teacher, Dio says, though he had ‘spoken with intemperate frankness’ (ἀκρατῶς 
παρρησιασάμενον, 57.17.3). A first-century CE epigram of Philippus (AP 11.321) 
similarly descibes the abusiveness as well as the pedantry of grammatici, though in that 
case their abuse is more safely directed at authors, not emperors. ‘May those scoundrels 
wear themselves down forever, chattering against other people’ (7-8), he says.  
40 Suet. Iul. 75 (carminibus maledicentissimis laceratam); Tib. 32.2. On Pitholaus, DGR 
27.  
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poems in a variety of unconventional meters (23.3).41 Palaemon – also a cognomen with 
physical associations, ‘The Wrestler’ – is a subversive figure less because of any formal 
challenge to authority, than simply in his flagrant disregard for cultural respectability. 
The elite scholar Varro, his predecessor in linguistic scholarship, he called a ‘pig’ (23.4); 
he declared in verse that literature ‘was born and will die’ with him, a line that may mock 
Cicero’s poetic boast that Rome was ‘born’ under his consulship;42 and he pronounced 
the character Palaemon in Eclogues 3 to be Vergil’s prophecy about him  (praesagiente 
Vergilio), which sounds like a parody of Roman aristocrats’ fondness for seeing 
themselves in Vergil’s texts.  
The invective attacks Suetonius preserves deflate Palaemon’s heady pretensions 
by reminding the grammaticus of manual labor in his past. He was raised in the 
household as a weaver, ‘as they say’ (ut ferunt, 23.1). The claim that he later ‘very 
diligently’ managed a profitable clothes-production business is a taunting reminder of his 
origins. Most of all (maxime, 23.7) he was notorious for his lust, and particularly for his 
proclivity towards cunnilingus, to the point that his ‘mouth suffered from a bad reputation’ 
(ad infamiam oris, 23.7; cf. the mocking epigram about Porcellus that he had ‘no mouth 
left – or rather, a boxer’s mouth’, 22.3). The bodily focus is again delegitimizing; the 
charge that Palaemon has an insatiable lust for cunnilingus is closely linked to other 
insults (his being born the slave to a woman) and anxieties (his mouth is the vehicle for 
his elevation and success). The emperors Tiberius and Claudius warned that nobody was 
 
41 Martial (2.86.11-2) compares his own more rarefied epigrams to these vulgar, crowd-
pleasing productions of Palaemon. 
42 DGR 23.4: secum et natas et morituras litteras iactaret; for an attempt to reconstruct 
Palaemon’s claim as a line of poetry, see Lane 1898: 23. Cf. Cicero, fr. 8: O fortunatam 
natam me consule Romam (Courtney 2003, 159). Kaster 1995, 237 notes the recollection 
of Cicero. 
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less worthy of being entrusted with the education of young people (23.2), though, like 
Porcellus, he seems to have suffered no formal sanctions.  
 Sexual excess, slave origins, obscene wealth, Julio-Claudian celebrity: Palaemon 
is a ready-made target for the Satires of Suetonius’ contemporary, Juvenal. But when the 
satirist does train his eye on Palaemon, the celebrity grammaticus is stripped of the fame 
he built for himself and cast as a typical, downtrodden schoolteacher:  
 
 Quis gremio Celadi doctique Palaemonis adfert 
 quantum grammaticus meruit labor? et tamen ex hoc, 
 quodcumque est (minus est autem quam rhetoris aera),  
 discipuli custos praemordet acoenonoetus 
 et qui dispensat frangit sibi. cede, Palaemon, 
 et patere inde aliquid decrescere, non aliter quam 
 institor hibernae tegetis niveique cadurci, 
 dummodo non pereat mediae quod noctis ab hora 
 sedisti, qua nemo faber, qua nemo sederet 
 qui docet obliquo lanam deducere ferro…  (7.215-24).43  
  
What work brings to the pocket of Celadus and learned Palaemon the amount the 
grammaticus’ labor has earned? And yet from this sum – whatever it is, and it’s 
less than the rhetor’s cash – his student’s guardian, un-likeminded, chews off 
some beforehand, and the cashier breaks off some for himself too. Give up, 
 
43 Text of Clausen 1992, 104-5.  
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Palaemon! Allow some decrease from that sum, like a man who peddles a winter 
rug and a white quilt. Make sure it’s not wasted that you sat there from midnight 
onwards where no craftsman would sit, no one who teaches others to card wool 
on an iron comb… 
 
Which is worse? Getting a starring role in a savage invective, or being reduced to a 
virtual nobody in a tepid, ironic defense? Juvenal does not attack Palaemon so much as 
shrink him down to size. In his previous poem, the satirist had described the fame and 
ubiquity of Palaemon’s handbook of Latin grammar.44 In Satire 7, notoriety only makes 
the scholar a byword for his profession. No matter how far grammatici had moved into 
the inner circles of Rome’s elite, to treat them as lowly schoolteachers remained a typical 
means of downplaying their success. (See Vardi 2001 on this type of caricature in Gellius, 
by whose later era the attack on grammatici had become less a satire on upstart parvenus 
than a defense against a powerful rival clique).45 Juvenal’s strategic echoes of the 
invective tradition against Palaemon leave little doubt that he and his audience knew the 
reputation of this very specific character. The comparison to the quilt-seller is surely an 
allusion to Palaemon’s textile business, and the image of a ‘teacher’ of wool-carding 
must refer to his slave vocation as a weaver. Stripped of genuine intellectual pretensions, 
his plight is associated with manual labor. He epitomizes grammaticus labor (216), a 
phrase that occurs only here in extant Latin.  
 
44 Juv. Sat. 6.451-3: odi/ hanc ego quae repetit volvitque Palaemonis artem/ servata 
semper lege et ratione loquendi… (‘I hate the woman who reaches for and unrolls 
Palaemon’s Art of Grammar,/ always observing his laws and rules for speech…). For 
what can be determined about the nature of Palaemon’s grammatical theory, see Barwick 
1967. 
45 Cf. Howley 2018, 226 on Gellius’ disillusionment with this ‘blinkered discipline’.  
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Satire 7 caricatures this most audacious and independent of intellectual 
entrepreneurs as exaggeratedly embattled. Juvenal says that when Palaemon goes to the 
baths – one of his famous indulgences was multiple visits each day (DGR 23.5) – he is 
beset by parents asking him obscure mythological questions. The parents tyrannize him, 
playing a role that sources elsewhere accord to the emperor himself.46 Juvenal ironically 
encourages them to ‘impose savage laws’ (saevas imponite leges, 229) on the teacher, 
recalling Palaemon’s slave origins and reversing the grammatical ‘laws’ he had set down 
in his grammar book. The entire portrait depreciates the value of the scholar’s fame. 
When the satirist counsels Palaemon to accept ‘some diminishment’ in his pay (aliquid 
decrescere, 220), he subtly underlines the different sort of ‘diminishment’ the scholar 
suffers in this poem. Palaemon, like grammar, had moved out of the cloaca and into the 
stars. Juvenal puts the marginal scholarly voice back in its place.47 
 Yet even as the satirist diminishes the reputation of ‘learned Palaemon’, these 
lines also indirectly remind readers of yet another link with the genre of hexametric satire. 
One of the students in Palaemon’s school was none other than Juvenal’s own predecessor, 
Persius ([Prob]. Vit Pers. 13-4), who studied with the grammaticus between the ages of 
twelve and sixteen. Juvenal does not make this relationship explicit, but the sexualized 
and darkly perverse vision of pedagogy in these lines is strikingly reminiscent of Persius’ 
Satires. The infamous image in Persius’ first poem of a man ‘enervated by an orgasmic 
eye’ (patranti fractus ocello, Sat 1.18) is ostentatiously recast when Juvenal says that the 
schoolteacher must watch over his lustful students while their ‘eyes tremble in climax’ 
 
46 Sat. 7.232-236; cf. Suet. Tib. 70.3; SHA Hadr. 16.8.  
47 So also Eshleman 2013, 153, describing the ambivalent position of grammatici in the 
Table Talk of Plutarch: ‘Rather than being excluded or silenced entirely, these men are 
subject to a kind of social disciplining that works to keep them in their place’.  
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(oculosque in fine trementis, Sat. 7.241). Persius had described his later teacher, Cornutus, 
shaping his mind like wax (‘under your thumb, it assumes the appearance you crafted,’ 
artificemque tuo ducit sub pollice voltum, 5.40). In an echo of this line, Juvenal tells 
parents to demand that the teacher ‘shapes young morals as if by his thumb, as when 
someone carves an appearance from wax’ (ut mores teneros ceu pollice ducat,/ ut si quis 
cera voltum facit, 7.237-8).48 By allusions to Persius, this mocking portrait indirectly 
acknowledges the connection between the upstart Palaemon and Roman satura, and yet it 
simultaneously deprives the grammaticus of any recognition or dignity as an intellectual 
in his own right. Habinek (2005, 181-2) argues that Roman satire engages in acts of 
‘ludic substitution’, defending the status of the elite male by the mimesis of a ‘diverse 
array of alternative selves’. Juvenal’s portrait of Palaemon ridicules a character 
disturbingly proximate to the satirist, an alternative self who used his wits to elevate his 
place in society.49 Yet Juvenal paints him as just another sorry grammaticus, using the 
poetry of his own pupil to depreciate the man’s memory. Even in death, it seems, students 
have more power than their teachers.  
Indeed it is possible to see Suetonius’ grammatici more broadly as an influence 
on Juvenal’s Satires. Valerius Cato authored a work called Indignatio – that Juvenalian 
watchword – attacking the injustices done to him and the corruptions of the Sullan period. 
Many of Suetonius’ grammatici attacked contemporaries by name, employing a libertas 
dicendi that exponents of hexametric verse satire had strategically left behind, but which 
 
48 Courtney 1980, 379 notes these parallels. The second draws from a metaphor – 
education as moulding or inscribing in wax – that is pervasive in the ancient pedagogical 
imaginary (Small 1997).   
49 ‘Disturbingly proximate to the satirist’: I thank one of the AJP readers for this 
formulation.  
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remains as a lost ideal in Juvenal’s Satires.50 Scholars have long speculated that the 
seventh Satire in particular was written as a mirror of Suetonius’ De Viris Illustribus, 
since it moves with uncharacteristic orderliness through the categories of studia that 
comprised Suetonius’ work (poets, orators, historians, rhetores, grammatici). Juvenal 
offers a photonegative of Suetonius’ argument, highlighting the debasement rather than 
the rise of the liberal arts in Rome.51 Yet behind Juvenal’s seventh Satire may also lie the 
influence of the satiric writings of the grammatici themselves. Orbilius, we remember, 
authored a text ‘on the injustices which professors suffer, through the negligence and 
venality of parents’, which seems very close to the theme of Satire seven. We can only 
speculate, but it is possible that Juvenal’s curiously ironic ‘defense’ of grammatici in 
Satire 7 constitutes an elite rewriting of the scholars’ own more direct, more personal, 
more plangent complaints. In reducing Palaemon and his celebrity to a collection of 
stereotypes and allusions, Juvenal contributes to the cultural marginalization of 
grammatici as mere teachers, even as he ostensibly protests their mistreatment and abuse. 
 
3. Suetonius, Scholarship, Satire 
Edward Said’s representation of the intellectual was very much an instance of self-
representation. For a scholar to write about the lives and sensibilities of other scholars is 
perhaps inevitably a reflexive exercise, and Said in particular cultivated an image as an 
outsider, an exile from a country (Palestine) whose very political existence has been an 
 
50  Juv. Sat. 1.151-3; Freudenburg 2001.  
51 The argument was made by Townend 1972 and developed in greatest detail by Hardie 
1990, 174-9. As Keane 2015, 94 puts it, the ‘satirist does not restore the lost dignitas of 
his subjects but dramatizes its destruction’. 
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object of lasting struggle.52 Suetonius, by contrast, was markedly distant in social status 
from the personalities he described in the DGR, and there is no evidence that he ever had 
any need to teach. Yet ‘scholar-satirist’ is an appellation that could encompass Suetonius, 
too.  He was nothing if not a scholar – scholasticus is Pliny’s word (Ep. 1.24), 
grammatikos is the Suda’s – and the contemporary esteem of studia is attested clearly by 
Suetonius’ own career.53 Diffident and dilatory in the letters of Pliny, he held a series of 
positions of scholarly bent in the court of Hadrian, which seems to have accorded 
erudition especial prestige.54 Cowan (2011, 308) has noted shared features between 
Suetonius’ biographies and the genre of Roman verse satire: ‘anecdotal structure, an 
untempered emphasis on vice and folly (often in flat contradiction of the corresponding 
virtues catalogued earlier), illusion and theatricality and especially the subject-matter – 
material and corporeal excess in all their forms…’. I would add that Suetonius’ inserted 
quotations of prose and verse, unassimilated stylistically with their textual surroundings, 
introduce foreign elements that result in a sort of stylistic ‘medley’ typical of the 
Menippean satire; the ‘slum naturalism’ of Suetonius’ subject matter, the opposition 
between biography and a higher genre (historiography), and the tendency towards abrupt 
 
52 Ritivoi 2014, 203-211; the title of Said’s autobiographical memoir (1999) was Out of 
Place. Conybeare 2018 offers a sensitive comparison of Said’s self-representation as an 
exile with similar motifs in Augustine.   
53 On Pliny’s characterization of Suetonius, see Leach 2012. As Bradley 1991, 3707 notes, 
scholasticus and grammatikos, when applied to Suetonius, appear to mean ‘scholar’ 
rather than ‘schoolteacher’, since that occupation would be out of place within the 
otherwise solidly equestrian cursus attested for Suetonius (military tribunate, service on 
the decuriae iudicum, three positions at court: a studiis, a bibliothecis, ab epistulis).  
54 On Suetonius as a studiis, see Townend 1961, 102. The precise functions of the post 
are unknown. As Wallace-Hadrill 1983, 83-86 argues, Suetonius’ biographies imply that 
emperors were expected to take an interest in studia – it was worth noting in the Caesars 
if they did not – and the a studiis was presumably required to facilitate these pursuits at 
court. For Hadrian’s interest in grammar, see Wallace-Hadrill 1983: 79; for tensions 
aroused by his competitive participation in scholarly disputes at Rome, see Uden 2010. 
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and unexpected transitions are all hallmarks of the Menippean form.55 None of this is to 
claim that Suetonius was a satirist. Yet the relationship between scholar and satirist is 
closer in his texts than one might assume, and the tensions he depicts in the DGR 
between material dependence and the freedom to criticize must have had real and 
personal force for a scholar of Hadrian’s court.  
There is an even closer parallel between Suetonius and the grammatici he 
describes. He too ended his career – or so we are told – in a scandalous fall. According to 
the Historia Augusta (SHA Hadr. 11.3):  
 
 Septicio Claro praefecto praetorii et Suetonio Tranquillo epistularum  
magistro multisque aliis, quod apud Sabinam uxorem iniussu eius 
familiarius se tunc egerant quam reverentia domus aulicae postulabat 
successores dedit.  
 
He [Hadrian] dismissed Septicius Clarus, praetorian prefect, and Suetonius 
Tranquillus, master of letters, and many others, because without his 
permission, they had conducted themselves more intimately with his wife, 
Sabina, than the dignity of the imperial household demanded. 
 
As with Ovid’s exilic error, we will likely never know the precise circumstances that 
surround this fall from grace for Suetonius and Septicius Clarus, dedicatee of the Lives of 
 
55 On these characteristics of Menippean satire, see Relihan 1993: 6-7. For Suetonius’ use 
of literary quotation, particularly for ironic and irreverent effect, see Damon 2014; 
Mitchell 2015. 
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the Caesars.56 Yet even – or especially – if it is an invention, there is something strangely 
familiar about the denouement to the scholar’s illustrious career. The DGR is full of 
accusations of excessive intimacy. The grammaticus Q. Caecilius Epirota (DGR 16) was 
similarly dismissed from service in Atticus’ household because of suspected impropriety 
with Agrippa’s wife. Curtius Nicius (14) abetted the adultery of Pompey’s wife, and was 
dismissed from Pompey’s service as a result. The freedman Terence, we are told, ‘lived 
intimately’ (familiariter vixit, 1) with ‘many nobles’, desperately courting their affections, 
according to detractors. Augustus made the ‘charge’ (crimen) that Epirota lived ‘on 
extremely intimate terms’ (vixit una familiarissime, 16) with Cornelius Gallus. L. Ateius 
Philologus ‘courted’ Sallust ‘extremely intimately’ (coluit… familiarissime, 10). None of 
these men kept to their (marginal) place.57 Like his humbler counterparts, the socially 
elite Suetonius is similarly said to have conducted himself ‘too intimately’ (familiarius) 
with the emperor’s wife, overstepping his bounds in the imperial court. We will likely 
never know what happened, but this depiction of his fate seems remarkably similar to 
many of the scholars Suetonius had described in the DGR. Perhaps in seeking to explain 
Suetonius’ abrupt and enigmatic departure from public life, his biographer drew upon a 
narrative trope only too well known from his own works.   
 ‘A number of Suetonius’ grammatici’, wrote Rawson (1985, 72-3), ‘undergo 
picturesque adventures’. Or rather picaresque adventures: they rise from low birth 
(slavery, exposure, orphanhood), use their wits to win a place in high society, wander 
throughout the Empire, enter into close relationships (or scandalous imbroglios) with 
 
56 Speculation in Syme 1958, 779-80 and Syme 1981, 108-14; Townend 1961: 108-9.  
57 Whereas familiaritas and amicitia could be used ‘apparently interchangeably’ in Latin 
(Williams 2012, 41), Suetonius’ adverbial use implies a certain presumptuousness: it is to 
act as if one were part of a familia or inner circle to which one does not belong. 
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famous figures, and then frequently fall into ignominy, exile, or squalor. The collective 
force of these biographical tropes is at odds with the text’s erstwhile narrative of a rise of 
esteem of the liberal arts. Even wealthy and successful grammatici like Palaemon remain 
in some sense outsiders. Yet fragments of their own satires in the DGR also hint that this 
position was one that these marginal scholars could use to critique society and each other. 
Suetonius’ biographies shed a different light on figures we otherwise see as lowly, 
embattled schoolteachers or as finicky, rule-bound bores. His scholar-satirists are 
awkward misfits or rebarbative outcasts. They are intellectuals on the far side of 
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